Spin-lattice relaxation among hyperfine levels of the cubic systems CaF-,:Tm'+, CW2. Ho'+, and MgO:Er'+ is studied theoretically from zero to high magnetic fields. Relaxation-rate 
More recently, Stedman and Newman7 employed a detailed model, in which experimentally determined interionic force constants were employed together with a more sophisticated model of dynamic ion-ligand interactions.
The study of spin-lattice relaxation detailed in this paper falls clearly into the second (well-defined model system) category. Our primary objective is to place the results for a simple but effective model into a form in which the physics of the relaxation process is most obvious. We feel that results cast in this form will be of greater heuristic value for more detailed calculations and will also serve as a reasonable description of the phenomenon itself.
A particularly simple physical picture for relaxation processes can be formulated in terms of a description of the lattice dynamics based on "spherical waves, " i.e. , normal modes transforming as spherical harmonics. Such an approach is especially well suited to the point-source nature of relaxing ions in a nonmagnetic host lattice. It .
will be shown that in a spherical wave formulation, to an excellent approximation, only a few lattice normal modes are coupled to the paramagnetic ion, in contrast to conventional plane-wave formulations, in which all lattice modes are involved.
Further, the spherical-wave approach eliminates the tedious process of "averaging over all directions of polarization and propagation, "~~w hile providing rigorous and equivalent results. Development of this approach was motivated by our previous observation that the phenomenological Hamiltonian of Qrbach~and Scott and Jeffriess is a scalar product of spherical tensor operators acting on electron and lattice coordinates.
Recently, several authorss'0'~' have stressed the use of symmetry considerations to simplify spinlattice relaxation calculations, particularly in minimizing the number of independent "dynamic crystal-field parameters. " In the present study of spin-lattice relaxation among hyperfine levels at cubic sites, a group-theoretical approach is carried out to its logical conclusion, employing lattice-vibrational modes transforming as irreducible Assuming the lattice may be described as an isotropic elastic continuum (Debye model) , the instantaneous configuration of the lattice is defined by a displacement vector field s(r, t), which contains the displacement of each mass element from its equi. -librium position r. The potential energy density for an elastic continuum is a quadratic function of components of the strain tensor v = V s(r, t). Com It is then necessary to seek values of such that some linear combination of s~"and s""satisfies the boundary condition. Setting the normal and transverse components of the displacement field at the boundary equal to zero, normal modes are derived of the form sg"~=asl, "+bs"""=Q, Y""~~nj"ql "' R Ij" ll ™ r I+(n+1) j", ql R I j"gI ™ r The complete set of normalized solutions of (2.9)
consists of the modes sr, oo"s~, and s,"
While it might seem that one of the original three families of solutions has been lost, this is not the case. 
os(l rs, -1) = -, '(o,"-o"+io"-io"), os(2r~8) = (I/v 6)(2o"-a",-a, "),
os(2 r, e 1) = , '(o",+ o,"-- 
os(2 rse -1) = -, '(o",+ a"+io",+ io, ") . (3.6) All strain components are evaluated at the origin, Rs= 0. Note that the index n is superfluous here (and will be dropped) since 1', P (3. 19a) ) 1/2 8(r8,to = -f I"2", ")l The hyperfine systems to be studied are characterized by a set of degenerate energy levels at zero field, whose degeneracy is removed by an external magnetic field. In the zero-field situation, with degenerate levels present, the quantity of more direct experimental interest is the levelto-level transition rate with C(I"I'") = C(M, r8,) =1, C(I"r&) = C(I"I'") =-'" and C(v, r~) = C(v, r") =-', .
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in which P is a vector with components P, and Vf'" is the level-to-level trasition-rate matrix given by w'"= w'~( a~I) (3. 
x6(E/ -E& -k~) . (3.30) To obtain an expression for the total rate at which the ion transition occurs, this expression is summed over all normal modes of the lattice. Using the restricted density of states [Eqs. (3.11) , (3.12) , (3. 15) 
Summing over all possible final states, the above becomes
The transition rate depends critically on the ion excited states I t) and their energies. late postpone d1s-cussion of resonant processes characterized by a vanishing denominator in (3.34) or (3.38) and consider presently nonresonant processes. Energy terms appearing in (3.37) are characteristicaily of three different orders of magnitude with hyperfine and Zeeman energies « thermal energies «crystal-field energies. The major contribution to Raman relaxation is attributed to phonons of energy h& =AT so that hyperfine-energy terms in (3.3V) may be neglected in comparison with 8'(o. The somewhat simpler form + c(x,r, ) c(x,r,)~" , ", a~" Finally, making use of the further simplification that ('(('r") The ion-lattice coefficients V(l I'a) for the systems studied are presented in Table V. VI. SPIN Fig. 1 . In the high-field limit the allowed EPR transitions l 4M& I = 1 between I 11)and I 10) and between I 00) and I 1 -1) have a total symmetrized direct process transition rate (related to Wo in Fig. 1 Relatively large skew transition rates are attributed to the large magnetic hyperfine interaction in this system.
Raman processes
Raman-process relaxation at zero field is char- ' Ho ' with Kramers-doublet electronic ground levels display a small direct process and T Raman process. In order to treat relaxation between levels not derived from a simple time reversed pair of elec-
